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About This Game

The king was cursed, and won't eat anything! Bring him the Ultimate Burger and revive his appetite...
but beware, the power of the Ultimate Burger will make the whole kingdom drool, defend it with your needles!

Ameline and the Ultimate Burger, although a cute and pleasant game, will put you and your friend's dexterity to the test!
While being a family game for everyone, it will take precision, focus, and fast reactions to defend the Ultimate Burger.

Featuring a 100 levels and a shop with lots of cute, cool, or useful stuff to buy for each characters. (Using the coins you collect
in game, we don't like IAP)

We are a 3 persons company, we aimed to keep a good quality game, albeit our small budget.
We hope you'll have tons of fun playing our game!

Very important note 1 : This game was made and optimised to play with gamepads!
Very important note 2 : This game was made and optimised to play with friends!

Now you can play alone with keyboard and mouse, we hope you'll have a good day nonetheless.
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ABSOLUTELY NEEDS A TUTORIAL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
It took me a bit to figure out how the controls worked.

I am not sure if the game is good or not.
Once a tutorial is placed, I'll leave a like.

The art and characters are cute, the gameplay is not so much at this moment.. Too broken. Controls are really bad and
unresponsive. Cute graphics though.. -The only available resolution cuts off on the right and left of my screen
-I have two gamepads and for some reason Ameline splits the controls between the two of them
ie; I have to reach over and use Y on player 2's game pad
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